Clinical genetic counselling for familial cancers requires reliable data on familial cancer risks and general action plans

K Hemminki, C Eng

Familial cancer clustering, without obvious heritability, poses a major challenge for current cancer risk assessment and management. Reliable determination of familial risks for cancer is important for clinical genetic counselling, but medically verified data on familial risks for many malignancies have been limited. However, the nationwide Swedish Family-Cancer Database allows a reliable characterisation of familial risk for all major neoplasms. Even though alert genetic counsellors and certainly clinical cancer geneticists will consider familial cancer clustering in their purview, the standard medical referral systems, which have already been shown to be poor in capturing and referring families at high risk for heritable cancers, are unlikely to ascertain familial aggregations of other cancers that are not known to belong to an inherited cancer syndrome. The data will be helpful in implementing evidence based guidelines for helping the general medical system to ascertain and refer even familial cancer clusters to cancer genetics professionals.

The cumulative risk of cancer (risk of cancer in the absence of other causes of death) up to the age of 75 years is about 30% in the Swedish and many other western populations; of this, prostate cancer for men and breast cancer for women account alone for slightly less than 10%. Thus, practically every family has members who have been diagnosed with cancer, particularly at an advanced age. Familial risk is a measure of clustering of cancer in family members. A familial relationship is defined between the index case, proband, and a family member, who is most commonly a first degree relative of the proband. If two or more family members are affected more often than expected, familial risk is increased. Based on the magnitude of the risk, the families may be categorised into moderate or high risk, the latter constituting hereditary cancer syndromes. Familial clustering of cancer, short of that of an obvious heritable cancer syndrome, has become an issue in the cancer genetics clinic because of the remarkable success in implementing genetic testing for many cancer syndromes in the past 10 years. Additionally, screening methods have advanced to provide alternative or complementary management options for heritable cancer (see fig 1). A family history is a risk factor for which advice and management may bring both medical and psychosocial benefits.

In the present article, we will discuss familial risks of all common cancers and their implication for clinical practice. The source of the empirical data is the Swedish Family-Cancer Database (SFCD), a unique resource covering the whole Swedish population as families, and containing data on medically diagnosed cancers in this population. The available data show that familial risk is a characteristic of practically all cancers. For some cancers, it is the only or the largest known risk factor. Moreover, for most types of cancers, such as breast and colorectal cancers, which are manifested both in defined heritable syndromes and in undefined familial aggregations, the latter affects many more families than the former. Among all cancer risk assessment clinics specialising by single organ systems, there appear to be more high risk breast–ovarian cancer clinical practices than high risk colon cancer clinics. This may be due to the current lack of data; for many common cancers, including prostate, lung, and bladder cancers, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, familial clustering is documented, but the precise molecular genetic basis remains largely unknown.

In the present article, we focus on familial aggregations of cancers, currently without known or obvious genetic bases, for which clinical genetic counselling is difficult. Medical caregivers are known not to take good family histories and indeed, only an average of 30% of medical charts have any family history at all. One recent study noted that fewer than 2.5 minutes was given to any discussion of family history in the average community family practice setting. Even in a leading US academic comprehensive cancer centre with a clinical cancer genetics service, only 7% of patients at high risk of a clear inherited cancer syndrome are recognised and referred to a cancer genetics clinic. Thus, by extrapolation, familial clusters of cancers will be even less recognised and most such patients would not see a specialist genetic counsellor or cancer genetics professional, and these patients would follow pathway 1 in fig 1. The availability of cancer genetics counselling varies extensively, both nationally and internationally. In fact, it is unclear whether, if all

Abbreviations: HNPCC, hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer; SFCD, Swedish Family-Cancer Database; SIR, standardised incidence ratio
familial clusters were referred to cancer genetics professionals, sufficient services would be available to meet these needs. We discuss heritable cancer syndromes or state of management for familial cancer below only insofar as they bear on familial risks in general. We want to assess the familial aggregation in cancers that are not commonly covered by the current referral criteria for cancer genetics consultations, reviewed recently by Hampel et al. We propose that sufficiently reliable data are available on familial risks on common cancers to draft guidelines and action plans for familial cancer at large. However, the formulation of such guidelines and management options requires input and expertise from many professional and interest groups and they remain beyond the scope of the present treatise.

HEREDITARY AND FAMILIAL CANCERS

The magnitude of familial cancer risk is probably a continuum, ranging from high risk Mendelian conditions, for which practically all mutation carriers are affected, to low risk, perhaps polygenic conditions, for which a familial clustering can only be ascertained at a population level. These two extremes of the continuum are distinguished by the variable penetrance of the disease. Many high penetrant cancer syndromes have been recognised by examining pedigrees of cancer patients. Usually, a Mendelian pattern has been noted and the disease risk can be assessed for a mutation carrier reasonably accurately, similar to other Mendelian diseases. For many of the cancer syndromes, the underlying genes have been identified, and a gene test may be available and recommendable. Clinical presentation and family history may be pathognomonic, diagnostic, or at least highly suggestive of a syndrome, and a cancer genetics professional may readily be able to recommend a gene test in the setting of genetic counselling. However, when syndrome defining features are lacking, as in the case of familial breast and colorectal cancer clusters, it is difficult to counsel based on molecular evidence, because these are sparse, and current recommendations are based on “clinical judgement” and expert opinion. If we use familial clustering of breast and ovarian cancers, with no other features present, then a genetic differential diagnosis can be made, which includes hereditary breast-ovarian cancer syndrome and Lynch syndrome/hereditary nonpolyposis colon cancer (HNPCC) syndrome. However, such cluster presentations, in our experience, are rarely found to harbour germ line mutations in the susceptibility genes for breast-ovarian cancer syndrome and Lynch syndrome. Recently, a germline CHK2 variant was reported to be associated with such families, but the attributable risk of cancer due to it is relatively low.

For low penetrance cancers, familial aggregation is present, but Mendelian patterns cannot be ascertained, genetic mechanisms have not been elucidated, and the only types of available risk estimates are derived from epidemiological studies. In many cancers, different levels of familial risk can be discerned without aetiological explanation. Typically, prostate cancer displays high and lower risk familial clustering, depending on the age of onset and the family relationships. Clinical genetic counselling is currently based on these parameters. For some cancers, screening tests are available and may be recommendable in familial cases, irrespective of whether the genetic background of the disease in known (fig 1). When the risk estimates are only derived from epidemiological studies, they may be difficult to translate to the individual based cancer genetics counselling. An extreme view is that epidemiological data are not useful for clinical counselling, which we will counter with the following example on breast cancer.

We would like to use two examples to illustrate the interphase of the Mendelian based cancer risk and the broader familial risks. For familial breast and ovarian cancer, various guidelines have been developed for offering genetic testing for BRCA1/2, and these consider age of onset and sex of the affected family members and the tumours affecting them. The proportion of all familial breast cancers due to mutations in the BRCA1/2 genes is about 20%. The frequency is not inconsistent with results of selective population testing for BRCA1/2 mutations, which find some 30% of the targeted population positive. However, the two clinically employed models for breast cancer risk assessment were devised before the identification of the highly penetrant breast cancer susceptibility genes. The Gail model predicts a woman’s risk for breast cancer based on her individual risk factors, including a family history. This model was developed using data from a large follow up study. The Gail model has been evaluated in several settings and has been found to give reasonably accurate predictions of risk. Another model, the Claus model, was developed based on a case-control study, and has been useful for the estimation of heritable risks of breast cancer. However, because neither of these models takes family history, hormonal factors, and benign breast disease into account comprehensively, both models have been found to systematically underestimate risk of developing cancer in women who attended a cancer genetics clinic. A new model that does take all these factors into account, the Tyrer-Cuzick model, appears to be more consistently accurate. These are examples of how detailed epidemiological data provide relatively valid risk predictions in the absence of mutation analysis. Once mutational data become known, a further refinement of the risk assessment models must necessarily be made.

The second example is familial colorectal cancers, and the most prevalent underlying cancer syndrome, HNPCC, caused by germline mutations in mismatch repair genes and accounting for some 3% of all incident presentations of...
colorectal cancer in Finland.\textsuperscript{32} The proportion of HNPCC among all colorectal cancer depends on the population and perhaps on the frequency of founder mutations. In Sweden, which lacks HNPCC founder mutations, an epidemiological estimate assumed 20–50\% of familial colorectal cancers occurring in people before the age of 62 years to be HNPCC.\textsuperscript{23} In a clinical study, 1.2\% of colorectal cancer patients were classified as HNPCC in Sweden.\textsuperscript{24} When clinical features vary in a single syndrome such as HNPCC, operational diagnostic criteria are made for one of two purposes: for research and for clinical use. There are several operational criteria for HNPCC.\textsuperscript{15} For example, the Amsterdam criteria were originally formulated to ascertain families for a gene hunt. For a gene hunt to be successful, such criteria necessarily have to be strict. Subsequently, clinicians have found that the Amsterdam criteria were too strict for clinical referral purposes, which led to the Amsterdam II criteria and the modified Amsterdam criteria.\textsuperscript{25} The relaxed Bethesda criteria were devised for purposes of offering testing for microsatellite instability (a cellular phenotype of mismatch repair deficiency). The frequency of finding germline mutations is dependent on the operational criteria and the mutation detection technology used.\textsuperscript{26,27} Moreover, because of these limitations, when gene testing is negative in the face of a compelling family history, clinical follow up and screening is recommended.\textsuperscript{28} This has proven prudent, as subsequent studies have demonstrated that a substantial subset of these mutation negative HNPCC families harbour large germline deletions in the mismatch repair genes.\textsuperscript{29,30} We have estimated that the American Cancer Society Guidelines on familial colorectal cancer surveillance consider a familial risk of 2.2 to be an action level and recommend regular clinical screening.\textsuperscript{31} Although, admittedly, many types of data need to be considered for an action level for familial cancer clustering, it will be instructive to remember this risk of 2.2 when data on other cancers are discussed below.

**DATA SOURCES AND MEASURES FOR FAMILIAL RISK**

The above studies of Gall \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{32} and Claus \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{32} show how useful and reliable data from carefully conducted epidemiological studies may be under certain situations, even at times when new mechanistic data are becoming available. However, the reliability of the global literature on familial risks of other cancers does not match that of breast cancer. The basis for clinical genetic counseling and management of familial cancer needs to rest on a solid scientific fundament. Of the estimated 600 global papers reporting familial risks on cancer during the past two decades, about 500 are case–control studies.\textsuperscript{40–62} The main problem in these studies is the possible inaccuracy of data on cancer in family members who had died a long time before the study. Most recent case–control studies have medically verified diagnosis of the cases, but only a few have verified the diagnoses of the relatives. Even many cohort studies lack verification of cancers in family members.

There is ample literature illustrating the problem of false reporting, the consequences of which are, however, largely ignored. False reporting appears to be low for breast cancer, intermediate for prostate cancer and melanoma, and highest for other internal neoplasms, for which the accuracy of reporting may be less than 50\%.\textsuperscript{43–45} This level of inaccuracy may cause severe bias to the derived risk estimates. Curiously, the direction of the bias is towards increased familial risks, with a probable indication that a patient with a certain type of cancer falsely reports the same cancer in a relative.\textsuperscript{40,50–52} For example, excessive reported familial risks for gastric, oesophageal, and pancreatic cancers have not been confirmed is studies of medically verified cases of probands and family members.\textsuperscript{51–55}

Reliable familial risks can only be derived when all the component sources of data are reliable and of full coverage. The SFCD fulfils these criteria, except that even currently, a small proportion of the offspring population lacks a link to parents, as discussed elsewhere.\textsuperscript{33} The SFCD is a compilation of existing datasets, including the Multigeneration Register from Statistics Sweden, and cancer cases form the Swedish Cancer Registry (started in 1958). Parents of each offspring have been registered at the time of birth of the child. Thus it is possible to track “biological” parents and half siblings in spite of divorce and remarriage. The national personal identification code has been deleted from the SFCD, thus barring access to data on a specified individual. In the latest update of the SFCD, in 2002, over 10 million individuals and over 1 million tumours are included. With some 140 published papers in 5 years, the database has been the source of an overwhelming proportion of recent literature on familial risks in cancer. However, it is not the only source of registered data on familial cancers; the Utah Population Database, Danish datasets, British family records, and Icelandic genealogical records have also been successfully used.\textsuperscript{56–58}

How is familial risk measured? The risk can be given as a standardised incidence ratio (SIR), which is the risk for cancer X in offspring of parents diagnosed with cancer X (that is, parents as probands); alternatively, the familial risk can be measured between siblings or any other familial relationships. SIR is calculated for offspring with an affected parent/sibling compared with those lacking an affected relative. Familial risks can also be given as relative risks (risk in those with an affected proband divided by risk in those lacking an affected proband). The SIRs presented later have been adjusted for age, socioeconomic status, and many other variables specified in the original papers. In general, with the exception of age, none of the variables available in the SFCD appear to confound familial risk. However, no data are available on tobacco smoking, which is likely to confound familial risks of lung cancer and perhaps of other tobacco related body sites.

In clinical practice, familial risks cannot usually be measured, thus surrogate measures, such as number of cases in a family, are used. This measure is sensitive to the family size, which has been an issue in, for example, the context of HNPCC.\textsuperscript{59} Age structures of the families are also crucially important when considering a disease of old age. Another issue is the definition of family: parent/ offspring, any first degree, second degree, or other relatives. For example, two first degree relatives with breast cancer would occur commonly by chance in any pedigree, whereas two sisters diagnosed before the age of 50 years would not.

Familial SIR is a relative measure, which shows how many times commoner that cancer is in those who have an affected family member, compared with those who have not, when age and some other factors are considered. For breast cancer, the most common familial cancer in the SFCD, an SIR of 2 would imply 900 extra cases among offspring (due to family history) in Sweden (population 9 million) in the follow up period. As comparison, an SIR of 4 for Hodgkin’s disease would result in six additional cases in the same period; Hodgkin’s disease is such a rare disease that the likelihood of being affected is very small, irrespective of a family history. Absolute risks, given as cumulative risks up to a certain age, may be more meaningful than relative risk in certain comparisons, and we give here cumulative risks according to the family history. All the rate calculations were based on the SFCD, the data of which are similar overall to those in the
EMPIRICAL DATA ON FAMILIAL RELATIVE AND ABSOLUTE RISKS FOR CANCER

The 2002 update of the SFCD included 754,165 first invasive cancers in parents (diagnosed at any age between 1961 and 2000) and 112,216 in offspring (diagnosed between the ages of 0 and 68 years between 1991 and 2000). Familial risks were calculated for offspring when only a parent was affected by a concordant cancer, for siblings when parents were unaffected, and for offspring when a parent and a sibling were affected (table 1). When a parent was a proband, a total of 4,934 familial cancers were found, with an overall SIR of 2.02. All the 24 site specific familial cancer risks were significantly increased. Hodgkin’s disease showed the highest SIR, of 4.88, followed by testicular (4.26) and non-medullary thyroid cancer (3.26). Oesophageal cancer, ovarian cancer, and multiple myeloma had SIRs in excess of 3.00. Among common cancers the SIRs were increased for female breast cancer (1.84), and for prostate cancer (2.45) and colorectal cancer (1.86), and the number of familial pairs ranged between 681 and 1779 for each.

Because of the age structure (offspring generation, maximally 68 years), fewer affected siblings than affected offspring–parent pairs were observed (1632 patients, table 1). Among siblings, 20 of the 21 shown sites had a significant effect, although the effect for pancreatic cancer was of borderline significance. Hodgkin’s disease showed the highest SIR of 9.28. The third proband status, both a parent and a sibling affected, resulted in high SIR for many neoplasms. Among siblings, 20 of the shown 21 sites had a significant effect, with the highest SIRs of over 30.00; even the SIR for stomach cancer (4.25). The third proband status, both a parent and a sibling affected, resulted in high SIR for many neoplasms.

HERITABLE OR ENVIRONMENTAL FAMILIAL RISK

Clinical counselling for familial cancer does not require that the causes of familial clustering are known, as was discussed above in the context of breast cancer risk assessment models. However, the counselling can be made more specific and effective if the causes are known. The first question is then whether the causes for familial aggregation are heritable or environmental. We have specifically tried to estimate the degree of environmental contribution to the familial risk by comparing cancer risks betweens spouses. Spouse concordance, which does not generally exceed a SIR of 1.4, can be noted only for cancers with known strong environmental risk factors: lung and genital cancers and early onset gastric cancers, pancreatic cancers, and melanoma. Environmental factors are probably the main contributor to the familial aggregation of cervical, lung, and upper aerodigestive tract cancers, and a minor contributor to familial risks for melanoma and squamous cell skin cancer. Thus, for most other sites, heritability is likely to be the main contributor.

**Table 1** SIR for cancer in offspring when parents or siblings are probands

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Cancer site</th>
<th>Parental proband</th>
<th>Sibling proband</th>
<th>Both are probands</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>O</td>
<td>SIR</td>
<td>95% CI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upper aerodigestive tract</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.22 to 2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oesophagus</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.14</td>
<td>1.34 to 6.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stomach</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.73 to 2.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colorectum*</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>1.73 to 2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liver</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.17 to 2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pancreas</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.37 to 2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lung</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.88 to 2.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Breast</td>
<td>1779</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>1.76 to 1.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cervix</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.29 to 2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endometrium</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.97 to 3.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ovary</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.56 to 3.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostate</td>
<td>922</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.30 to 2.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Testis</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>4.26</td>
<td>2.03 to 7.87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kidney</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>1.44 to 2.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urinary bladder</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.45 to 2.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melanoma</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>2.62</td>
<td>2.23 to 3.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Skin, squamous cell</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>2.52</td>
<td>1.99 to 3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nervous system</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.41 to 2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid gland, nonmedullary</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.26</td>
<td>1.67 to 5.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Endocrine glands</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.57 to 3.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>1.43 to 2.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hodgkin’s disease</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.88</td>
<td>2.08 to 9.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Myeloma</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>3.33</td>
<td>2.11 to 5.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leukaemia</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.39 to 2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>4934</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>1.97 to 2.08</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Bold type: 95% confidence interval (CI) does not include 1.00. *Adenocarcinoma only. O, observed number of cases; SIR, standardised incidence ratio.**
CLINICAL COUNSELLING

Advice given in clinical counselling aims to minimise cancer risks in the index case and his/her concerned family members. Table 1 shows a strong familial risk for lung cancer, but the primary recommendation to a family member of a lung cancer patient is to stop smoking.11 Similarly, clinical counselling on sexually transmitted cancers is concerned mainly with the avoidance of risk factors rather than with family history. In the case of melanoma and squamous cell skin cancer, counselling has to consider both; an affected sibling with one of these skin neoplasms signals a threefold risk, and if additionally a parent was affected, the risk is 10 fold or higher (table 1).

In fig 2, we summarise familial risks for all main cancers considering their prevalence. SIRs for offspring whose parents were affected (from table 1) are shown on the y axis. On the x axis, the width of the bars is proportional to the number of all familial cancers up to the age of 68 years. Breast cancer accounts for 36.1% of all familial cancers in the SFCD, and prostate cancer is second, with 18.7%. Above the bars, the current protocols for clinical counselling are summarised. For the three most common cancers, advice and action plans are available, and ovarian and endometrial cancers will also be considered. For lung and cervical cancer, avoidance of risk factors should be offered, and for cervical cancer, effective screening is available.22 Similarly, avoidance and screening can be recommended for skin cancers. Advice on smoking cessation is in order for other tobacco related body sites. A careful family history or even personal features may give rise to recommendations for gene testing for von Hippel Lindau disease, multiple endocrine neoplasia, and some other known syndromes3,24 but for many common neoplasms, such as bladder cancer, stomach cancer, and non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, only surveillance can be recommended.

We pointed out earlier that the recommendations of the American Cancer Society Guidelines for Early Detection of Cancer on familial colorectal cancer consider a familial risk of 2.2 as an action level. Colorectal cancer is a relatively common cancer, implying that a familial risk of 2.2 will result in many cases. We will not argue that the risk of 2.2 should be universally applied as the basis for clinical action. However, in the absence of a more justified (evidence-based) action level, it offers a test case. A glance at table 1 shows that many of the familial cancers lacking established recommendations and action plans show familial risks in excess of 2.2, even though we show no age specific data. Although many types of data need to be considered for an action level of familial cancer, the data in table 1 show that familial SIRs exceed 2.2 for many cancers. These data would call for site specific or more uniform guidelines on a clinical counselling and a covering action plan for familial cancers in general. Indeed, in the USA, many academic centres that have comprehensive clinical cancer genetics programmes routinely place familial aggregations of cancers under a moderate risk category, calling for increased clinical surveillance.22

Undoubtedly, the level of cancer genetics services including genetic counselling varies extensively and an alert counsellor pays attention to the number of affected family members with any kind of cancer as well as age of onset,7 yet bodies such as the American Cancer Society consider a family history as an indication for screening or surveillance only for cancers of the breast, prostate, colorectum, and endometrium for obvious reasons of cost effectiveness and the perceived impact on public health at large. These and similar guidelines may miss many other familial cancers of moderate risk. What is suggested by the familial cancer risks ascertained by population based databases is that the bulk of cancers may be included in this moderate risk category, which does demand increased clinical surveillance and screening. Given the projected volumes, it is unclear if all existent cancer genetic services can cope. Even if cancer genetic services, including genetic counselling, are in place, there are two other important factors that must be considered. Firstly, the primary caregivers, who are at the front end of the referral chain, need to take a family history, to recognise familial cancer clustering, and to communicate the significance of this to the patient.24 Secondly, the patients need to understand the significance of an increased familial cancer risk so
that an appointment with a cancer genetics professional is made and kept. Currently, at least in the USA, both recognition by primary caregivers and high risk communication with such patients are not optimised.9–11

CONCLUSIONS

The successes in early diagnosis and management of heritable cancers have shown evidence that inherited cancers are no longer inevitable. Although genetic testing has become an important method of premorbid diagnosis for at risk families of certain cancers, it covers a small proportion of all familial cancers and no objective tests are available for most cancers. Empirical risk estimates from epidemiological studies have proven to be useful for familial breast and prostate cancers, and we recommend that reliable risk estimates for other cancers also be seriously considered for routine clinical recommendations, as is already practised in several academic comprehensive clinical cancer genetics programmes. A familial, albeit low penetrant risk in a common cancer results in more cases in a given population than a high risk of a rare cancer, yet the familial risks are higher for some relatively rare neoplasms, such as testicular cancer and Hodgkin’s disease, causing hardship in the affected families. Thus, implementation of a unified management plan for familial cancers at large will be a challenge firstly to the involved professionals and then to the other involved parties.
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